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The adequacy of ocean acoustic tomography to resolve mesoscaleeddies in the marginal ice zones
(MIZ) in the vertical plane containingthe acousticmultipathsconnectinga pair of transceiversis studied
using simulation inversionsbased on realistic eddy profiles obtained from conductivity-temperaturedepth data. Resolution in this plane is seen to be strongly dependent upon the characteristicsof the
sound channel. For optimal, minimum mean square error estimators,resolution is directly related to
accuracy, with better resolution implying higher accuracy. For unaided acoustic tomography (i.e., no
supplementarymeasurements)using only non-bottom-interactingpaths, horizontal and vertical resolution lengthsof the order of 40 km and 200 m, respectively,are found in the upper water column for a
transmissionrange of 150 km. The implicationis that the horizontal resolutionis marginallyadequateto
resolve MIZ

eddies but the vertical resolution is not, since the horizontal scale of the eddies is of the

same order whereasthe vertical scaleis much shorter. The incorporation of bottom-reflectedarrivals is
found to improve resolution significantly.However, the improvement only occurs in the horizontal
direction and saturateswhen more than 14 of these arrivals are included. Beyond this point, additional
travel time observationsgive mostly redundantinformation. On the other hand, the disappearanceof less
stable non-bottom-interactingray paths can result in a significantloss of resolution,but only vertically.
The deficiencyin vertical resolutionis a result of the upward refractingnature of the MIZ soundchannel.
It is also demonstratedthat the inclusionof point temperaturemeasurementson the acoustictransceiver
mooringscan dramatically increasethe vertical resolutionof the overall system,particularly within a
horizontal correlation length of the mooring. With the inclusion of satellite radiometry surfacetemperature measurements,adequatevertical resolutionis achievedover the entire range considered.

time scales(as compared with mid-ocean eddies)impose some
difficulties
in sampling.In order to overcometheseobstacles,a
A major concern in the Marginal Ice Zones Experiments
hybrid
observational
systemwas employedduring MIZEX in
(MIZEX) during the summersof 1983 and 1984 was the iceocean eddies. These eddies have diameters of 20 to 50 km, 1983 and 1984: remote-sensing satellites and aircraft were
periods and lifetimes of at least 20 days, vertical structures used to first locate the eddies, and this information was then
penetrating to depths of 500 to 1000 m (with the most signifi- usedto guide shipsin real time to conducthydrographicsurcant variation over the first 100 m), and advection rates of 5 to veys. Without the guidance of the remote sensors,the ships
15 km per day (O. M. Johannessenet al., unpublishedmanu- could easily have missed the eddies, and without the hydroscript, 1986). The formation of eddiesdue to various mecha- graphy, the internal structures of the eddies could not have
1.

INTRODUCTION

nisms [Johannessenet al., this issue] is common; they are
perhaps the dominant mesoscaleprocessin the MIZ. During
the summer, the abundant eddies along the ice edge advect
warm Atlantic water under the ice which enhancesthe melting
of the edge by 1 to 2 km/d [Johannessenet al., this issue].
Josberger[1984] has reported that without the presenceof the
eddies,the retreat of the ice edge could be reduced by a factor
of 10. The eddies also exist during winter, as has been verified
by satellite observation, but less is known about their effects
during this season.
In order to increase our understanding of the generation,
propagation, and dissipation of MIZ eddies and their influence on the dynamicsof the ice edge and the polar climate, we
must measure eddy structures adequately in space and time.
However, their relatively short lifetimes, length scales, and
•Now at Institute of Naval Oceanography,
National SpaceTechnology Laboratories,Mississippi.
Copyright 1987 by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
Paper number 7C0268.
0148-0227/87/007C-0268505.00

been observed. However, unfavorable weather conditions can

be a major obstacle to this type of approach. Clouds can
prevent satellites and aircraft with sensorsoutside the microwave range from observing the external eddy signatures directly below them. Furthermore, shipborne surveysare slow
and easily affected by unfavorable weather.
In view of the limitations of aerial remote sensingand shipborne surveying techniques, acoustic tomography comes to
mind as an alternate and supplementaryobservationalsystem
for MIZ eddy fields. The advantagesof acoustic tomography
are that (1) the system can be implanted in the ocean on a
semipermanentbasisfor continuousobservations,(2) it is not
affectedgreatly by weather conditions,(3) it has high temporal
resolution, (4) it can cover an extensive volume of the ocean
interior and probe the different parts simultaneously,and (5)
only a few moorings are needed,thus minimizing the effort in
deploymentand maintainence.
In brief, an ocean acoustictomography systemconsistsof a
sparse horizontal array of moored sourcesand receivers (or
transceiversfor reciprocal, two-way transmissionsto monitor
currents) surrounding the area of interest. Each of the sources
(or transceivers)repeatedly sends out phase-modulatedpulse
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codes [Spindel, 1985]. The transmitted sound energy propagates to the receivers (or transceivers)along many distinct
routes (i.e., the acoustic multipaths) that cycle through different sectionsof the water column. The detected signalsare then

demodulatedand decodedto give the impulseresponseof the
ocean. Time series of multipath arrival times contain information on the cumulative changes of the ocean along the
multipaths. Perturbative inverse techniquesare then applied
to the travel time anomalies

and the travel time differences

of

reciprocal transmission paths to optimally reconstruct the
four-dimensionaltemperature and flow fields,respectively.
From a systems viewpoint, the adequacy of an oceanographicobservationalmethod is judged by the precisionof the
estimatesof the fields generated.The mean square error of the
estimate is one of the most important measures of system
performance,since it accountsfor the total error. The mean
square error consistsof the sum of two independent components. The first component is the variance, which quantifies
the effect of random experimental noise on the estimate. The
other component is the square of the bias. This systematic
error is a consequenceof the finite number of experimental
data

and

thus limits

resolution.

Minimization

of the mean

square error is an intuitively meaningful and widely accepted
criterion for designingoptimal estimators.This, together with
the criterion

that the estimates be linear combinations

of the

data [Liebelt, 1967] is the foundation on which our analysisof
the performanceof acoustictomographyin the MIZ is built.
Resolution is another important, though not independent,
measure of system performance. Its consideration can lead to
the determination of the size and period of the smallest and
most oscillatory ocean feature that can be detected by the
system. In a linear, minimum mean square error reconstruction of the perturbed field, resolution and mean square error
are linearly related. As resolution increases, the error decreases.Although the variance of the estimate vanishes in a
noise-free experiment, the other error component, the square
of bias, remains nonzero owing to the finite resolving power
exerted by a data set of finite size. In the presenceof experimental noise, a trade-off between variance and resolution
exists: as resolution increases, so does variance. Thus resolu-

tion may be adjusted to reduce the deviation of an estimate
from its mean. However, any of such adjustmentsof resolution
from that determined by the minimum mean square error
estimator can only result in an increaseof bias, which in turn
can only lead to an increaseof the total error.
The purpose of our work here is to give a preliminary
evaluation of the systemperformanceof acoustictomography
in the MIZ. The main focus is on the spatial resolution of the
eddy fields in a time interval much shorter than the eddies'
characteristic time and, on the other hand, much longer than
the travel times of acousticpulse.A suitable choice of the time
interval is about 1 day, since during this time the eddy fields
changelittle, whereasthe acoustictravel time along each ray
path can be sampled several times to yield an improved
signal-to-noiseratio through averaging. Temporal resolution
is of no concern, since the transmission rate is completely
controllable and can always be adjusted to fullfill a particular
Nyquist sampling criterion. An assumptionused in our analysis is that there are no correlations between eddy fields inferred at different times. From a systemsviewpoint, this assumption simply expressesan ignoranceof eddy dynamicsand
eliminates the input of as yet uncertain dynamical information. Our study .of resolution, or similarly of the statistical
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errors in the estimates, can determine the potential benefits
and limitations of the acoustic systemas well as give us hints
on how to counteract systemweaknesses.
Using the well-known Backus-Gilbert geophysical inverse
theory [Backus and Gilbert, 1967, 1968, 1970], Eisler et al.
[1982] have studied the horizontal planar resolution of ocean
acoustic tomography, particularly of the array used in the
Ocean Tomography Experiment of 1981 [Ocean Tornography
Group, 1982]. (The Backus-Gilbert theory is closelyanalogous
to the minimum mean square error method we will employ.)
To simplify their calculations,Eisler et al. made the assumption that the acousticray paths are straight lines. Implicit in
this is the assumption of a uniform medium. Therefore the
resolution they calculated is determined completely by array
configuration in the x-y plane and can only be interpreted as
the resolution of the depth-averaged field. In a sparsely explored environment such as the MIZ, however, a study of the
resolution of the depth-averagedfield is perhaps not the most
appropriate study for the evaluation of system performance.
In reality, the vertical sound-speed structure determines the
trajectoriesof the acousticmultipaths. The horizontal and vertical resolution in the vertical planes containing the multipaths depend strongly on the differencesof the paths' cycle
distancesand depths of turning points, respectively.To examine ocean effectson system performance,both the horizontal
and vertical resolutions in these vertical planes must be consideredusing realistic sound-speedprofiles.
The organization of our paper is as follows. In section 2 we
present the relations between the acoustic observations, i.e.,
travel time anomalies, and the desired unknown variables, the
sound-speedperturbation •ic and current v. (Note that •ic is
approximately proportional to the temperature perturbation.)
Attention is paid to the resolvability of ray arrivals, upon
which the successof tomographic travel time inversionscritically depends. The procedures for constructing linear estimates and the mathematical expressionsfor variance, bias,
resolution, etc., are well known at this time. Thus without too
much elaboration, we write out any needed inverse theory
expressionsin discrete form in section 3, using the matrix
notation of Wiggins [1972]. Local measures of resolution,
analogous to those used by Eisler et al. [1982], are also defined. Some of the more intricate

details of the constructions

of the inverse solutions, error estimates and resolution kernels

in this study may be found in the appendix, if the reader is
interested. In section 4, the results of our study on resolution
and accuracy, as well as simulated inversions,are presented
and discussed.

In

that

section

we also examine

how

the in-

clusion of satellite and in situ point observationsresults in
improved system performance. Conclusions are discussedin
section

5.

2.

AcousTIC

TRAVEL

TIMES

Normal modes and rays are two commonly employed representationsof the acousticfield due to a point sourcein the
water column. While the former constitutes an exact,
frequency-dependentsolution to the governing wave equation,
the latter is a frequency-independent,asymptotic approximation of geometricoptics. For most underwater acousticapplications, the variation of the refractive properties of the
medium is small over an acoustic wavelength, and so geometric optics is adequate. But the ray approximation cannot
account

for sound

diffraction

and thus needs corrections

at
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Fig. 1. A typical MIZ soundspeedprofilefor regionscontaining
warm Atlantic water in the upper layer.

and near caustics and turning points [Brekhovskikh,1980].
Such correctionscan be very complicatedmathematically.

Although geometricoptics breaks down under such conditions, one simply cannot overlook its great value computationally and physically.The ray representationrequires a
much smaller number of terms than the mode representation
for the caseof deep water. More appealingly,the ray solution

providesa simplerphysicalpicturedescribinghow soundis
transmitted underwater. As we shall see, the ray picture also
turns out to be the most useful one for the application we
discuss here.

The basic input to ray acousticscalculationsis the sound
speed(or alternately,index of refraction)of the oceanin the
area of interest, which is in general a function of all three

spatialcoordinatesand time. It is the operationalphilosophy
of acoustictomographythat in generalthe soundspeedcan be
representedin most casesby the sum of an overall backgroundprofilec(z),whichgovernsthe basicarrival structureof
acousticenergyand is a functionof depth only, and a small
perturbationfield 5c(x, y, z, t), which is the desiredresult of
the inversetheory calculations.The backgroundsoundspeed
profile we will use in this study is typical of the MIZ in
summer in the rather complicated region influenced by the
warm, northward flowing West SpitsbergenCurrent. Figure 1
shows this typical summer sound-speedprofile observed
during MIZEX '84 at 78.55øN,0øE in open water [Johannessenet al., 1985]. The speedof soundin water dependsstrongly
on both pressureand temperature.Below a depth of 700 m,
the pressuredominates,so that soundspeedincreasesalmost
linearly with depth. However, the warm Atlantic water confined in the upper layer increasesthe soundspeedthere. As a
result,a weak soundspeedminimum is formed.
It should be noted that in performing our analysis,we are

purposely limiting ourselves to the case of a MIZ summer
profile which is disturbed by the presenceof ice-oceaneddies.
Thus our study does not include the effects of (1) seasonal
changesin the background profile, (2) the often sharp discontinuity in the upper (• 50 m) layer of the sound speed profile
causedby the ice edge(if it is in the transmissionpath), and (3)
the extremely large perturbation in the background profile
(over the top 500 m or so of the water column) causedby the
front between the warm West Spitsbergen Current and the
Arctic-influenced waters typical of the East Greenland Current (again, if it intersectsthe transmissionpath). Our avoidance of examining seasonal profiles other than summer is
purely due to a lack of data, hopefully to be remedied in part
by the upcoming MIZEX in the winter of 1989. The question
of how to deal with fronts, such as those due to the ice edge or
current boundaries, is a thornier one and worthy of a full
study in its own right. However, we can at least comment on
how one might approach these frontal transitions, even if we
do not pursue this matter much further here. The front due to
the ice edges in the MIZ can to a large extent be ignored
exceptfor shallow turning rays, sincethe ice edge front itself is
shallow. To incorporate it for rays which it does affect appreciably, it is obvious that one must break up the background
into (at least) two sectionsdescribedby two backgrounddepth
profiles, one for each side of the front. This means one must
get as background information the sound speed profiles of
both sidesof the front as well as the position of the front. The
background sound speed profiles are obtained from the hydrographic survey made as a standard part of ocean acoustic
tomography experiments--it is the position of the front that is
harder to obtain. In the case of the ice edge, it seemsreasonable that satellite remote sensing,particularly in the microwave range, could be employed to supplement the acoustic
systemby giving the position of the ice edge (R. A. Shuchman
et al., unpublishedmanuscript, 1985). In the case of the West
SpitsbergenCurrent boundary, the general approach of breaking up the background into two regions is the same as in the
ice edge case; indeed, hydrographic surveysshow the characteristicsof this transition very clearly (F. R. DiNapoli, private
communication, 1986). Again, satellite studies (in particular,
passive radiometry) should be able to locate the frontal
boundary in open water. However, for regionswhere the front
runs under ice, the problem of location could be considerably
harder.

To evaluate the importance of incorporating bottomreflected arrivals in the inversions, a bottom boundary is included in the ocean model. For simplicity and without loss of
generality, a constant depth of 2.5 km, correspondingto the
nominal depth in this region, is assumed. Bottom-reflected
tomography signal arrivals in the MIZ have been shown by
Lynch et al. [this issue] to be detectable and usable in a
tomographicanalysis.The issuesof ray instability, ray identification difficulty, and nonlinearity in the tomographic inversion

due

to

errors

or

unknown

variations

in

the

bottom

bathymetry[Palmeret al., 1985] are avoidedin our analysis
by treatingthe bottom as perfectlyflat, but will have to be
accountedfor in real world experiments.Our reasonfor omit-

ting this error term is that we presentlydo not know the
magnitudeof the bathymetryerror or even,if giventhe error,
how to calculatepreciselyits effecton the inversion.
Figure2 is a ray diagram,generatedusinggeometricoptics,
showingthe trajectoriesof the non-bottom-interacting
multi-
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Fig. 2. Ray diagram,showingthe trajectories
of the non-bottom-interacting
multipathsthat connecttwo transceivers
both locatedat a depth of 350 rn and separatedby a rangeof 150 km.

two arrivals again becomeseparablewith only a slight vertical
displacementof one of the transceivers.In reality, we can only
generateband-limited signals.Therefore it is always possible
due to an "ideal" source with infinite bandwidth. The bottomfor the pulsesarriving from different paths to overlap. We can
reflectedsignals,which arrive after 103 s as is shown in the seefrom Figure 3 that while the non-bottom-interactingarrivfigure,are generatedwith an arbitrarybottom lossof 2 dB per als are separatedby roughly 40 ms, the bottom-reflectedarrivbounce.
als are separatedby more than 100 ms. It follows that in order
Becauseof the generally upward refracting nature of the to resolve individual ray arrivals, the signal bandwidth must
MIZ channel, sound energy is mostly trapped close to the be larger than the inverseof 40 ms, that is 25 Hz.
Of course, time separation of individual ray arrivals using
surface.For soundwavesthat propagatein a downward direction, the increaseof sound speedtendsto refract them back to large bandwidths and point receiversis not the only approach
the surface.Among non-bottom-interactingrays with launch one can employ to obtain acoustic arrival structure inforanglesof between--7 ø and + 7ø,only four encounterinternal mation useful for tomography. One can also separate out
refractions in their upper loops. The other eight paths are time-overlapping arrivals by vertical array beam forming
surface-reflected.
The lower loop of the steepestnon-bottom- [Howe, 1986], look at normal mode arrivals !-Munk and
interactingray turns at a depth of 1.6 km, indicatingthe exis- Wunsch, 1983], or average closely time-overlapping arrivals
tence of an acoustic shadow zone below this depth. Some so as to get effective arrivals from an unresolved set [Deacousticenergy can still be trapped there, however,by the Ferrari and Nguyen, 1986]. These approaches are not,
bottom-reflectedpaths (not shownin the ray diagram).All of however, necessaryto our analysis, since currently available
the bottom-interactingpaths also sufferreflectionsat the sur- tomographic sourceshave 100-Hz bandwidth, so that the unface, and all have launch angleswith absolute values greater ambiguoustime separationof ray arrivals with a point receivthan 13 ø.
er should present no problem. Furthermore, we find that the
Theoretically,all ray arrivals are resolvablein a transmis- product of the time and frequency separations between any
sion of an infinite bandwidth signal. The only exception is adjoining normal modes, called the time-bandwidth product,
when both transceiversare placed at the same depth, since is smaller than one at any practical acousticfrequency.This
pulsespropagatingalong any two paths with launch angles implies that normal modes are unresolvable using point
that differ only in signarrive at the sametime. However,the receivers[Munk and Wunsch, 1983] in this environment.

paths,12 in number,that connecttwo transceivers
which are
both located at the samedepth of 350 m and separatedby a
distanceof 150 km. In Figure 3, we show the arrival pattern
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Fig. 3. Arrival time structureof the rays for an ideal sourcewith infinite bandwidth.
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For an ocean that has a mesoscalesound speedpertur- where p is a n-dimensionalvector parameterizing an unknown

bation field 6c(x,z) and a mesoscale
horizontalcurrentfield field, either 6c(x, z) or v(x, z), in the vertical slice. In other
v(x, z) during a time period much longer than the transmission words,the components
of p are either the soundspeedperturintervals in the vertical slice where the multipathslie, and bationsor the currentsin eachof the small boxes.Moreover,y
neglecting smaller-scaleinternal wave fluctuations,the time
required for an acoustic pulse to travel from transceiverto
transceiveralonga (perturbed)ray path is givenby

is a rn dimensionaldata vector that (dependingon what p
parameterizes)is composedby the (time averaged) anomalies
of the sumsor differencesof the reciprocaltravel time ob-

ß

v(dx/ds)
tf__
f c-t-6c-tds

served
fromrnresolvable
paths'e is an rndimensional
vector
the random experimental noise in the data, and all
(1) denoting
vectors are column vectors. We assume uncorrelated
noise

where x and z are the horizontal and vertical coordinates, and that e has zero mean and known covariances. Since the
respectively,and s is the arclengthalong that path. The pulse two setsof kernelsthat operate linearly on 6c and v are identical, the corresponding
discretelinear operatorsare alsoidentitravel time for the samepath but in the reversedirection is
cal, and is representedby the rn x n matrix A in (5). The
product Ap in (5) thus representsthe signal producedby the
perturbations parameterizedby p.
In general,(5) constitutesa highly underdeterminedsystem
Under the mild condition that c >>[•cl >>Ivl, and for shallow- with n >> m. Without additional constraints on the solution for
anglerays with dx/ds • 1, the deviation•t + of the sum tb + t•'
p, the systemadmits infinitely many plausible solutions.The
and the difference
•t- = tb- t'r of the two reciprocaltravel
objectivein an inversionof data is to obtain the bestpossible
times,as causedby 6c and v, can be linearizedto
solution that satisfiessome well-defined "optimal" criteria in
addition to fitting the data well. Following Cornuelle et al.
[1985], we define the best estimate of p to be the one that is
6t+=-2 • ds
(3) linear with the data y and has the least mean squareerror.
With p and e uncorrelated,the Gauss-Markoff theorem asserts
that suchestimateis unique and can be written as

v(dx/ds)
t•=f c+ •c-ds

(2)

•6c

•t- = --2 •-•ds

(4)

• = C,A rCe- •y
respectively.Typically, c • 1500 m/s, 6c is of the order of

(6)

where

meters per second, and v is of the order of centimeters per

second.Thus the condition is almost always satisfied.Furthermore, for stable rays, that is, any rays that exist in the
background and do not disappear or alter their trajectory

C,•= Cp- (CpAT)(ACpA
T + Ce)-l(CpAT)
T
is the covariancematrix of the total error a = O-p

(7)
in the

estimate,
andCeandCoarethecovariance
matrices
ofnoisee

drastically in the perturbed state, the integralsin (3) and (4)
and unknown parameters p, respectively [Liebelt, 1967].
can often simply be evaluated along the unperturbed trajecThrough
the specification
of Co, "a priori"knowledge
contory rather than the perturbed one with little loss of accuracy
cerningthe perturbedfield can be parameterizedand input to
[Hamilton et al., 1980]. And even if the perturbation is large
the estimator.The diagonal elementsof C•. are the mean
enough to make the problem somewhat nonlinear [Mercer
and Booker, 1983], one can iterate the inverse problem and
use updated ray paths in the estimates.The time averagesover

this time periodof interestof the observed6t + and 6t- from
each of the multipaths constitute the database for the inverse
problem. The data setsare generally contaminatedby experimental noise, which is a combination of measurement error
and internal wave noise. From (3) and (4), it is seen that the
kernels operating on both unknown variables, 6c and v, are
identical.

square errors of the estimates in each of the boxes, which are
the smallestamong all linear estimates.
The total error a in the estimate

can be broken

into two

components, namely the bias b = (•)-p
and the random
error fi0 = •- <•), where <•) denotes the expectedvalue of
•. While the former correspondsto a systematicerror, attributed solely to the finitenessof the sample size, the latter
arises solely from the randomnessin the data, as caused by
experimental noise. Because the two components are statis-

tically independent,C,. can be expressed
as the sumof the two
3.

correspondingerror covariancematrices,that is,

RESOLUTION AND ERROR VARIANCE

In order to cast the inverseproblem into matrix algebra, we
must first approximate the continuousintegrals in (3) and (4)
by discrete sums.The approach that we take follows the lead
of Munk and Wunsch[1979] and consistsof dividing the vertical slice into n small rectangles(or boxes)of equal area and
assuming the perturbation within each rectangle to be constant. The assumptionis valid when the width and height of
each rectangle are much shorter than the horizontal and vertical scalesof the perturbations,respectively.
The discretization of the integrals permits us to expressthe
experiment in matrix notation as
y = Ap + e

(5)

C,•= bbr + C•0

(8)

Using (6), it is easily verified that the covariance matrix of bO
can be expressedas

C•o= C,.ArC•- •AC,.

(9)

R = VA(I + A2)- •AV T

(10)

We can define

as the resolution matrix, where A and V are matrices contain-

ing the eigenvaiues
andeigenvectors,
respectively,
obtained
from a matrix factorizationof A as discussed
in the appendix.
Each column(or row) of thissymmetricmatrix corresponds
to
a resolutionkernel. The ith resolutionkernel, that is, the ith
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A perturbed sound speed field in a vertical section along 78.55øN observed during MIZEX
existenceof two ice-ocean eddies [from Johannessenet al., 1985].

column of R, representsthe best estimate of a field that is
perturbed only at the ith box, in the case that the perturbations
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4.

NUMERICAL

Since the structure of MIZ

'84, showing the

RESULTS

eddies normally extends to a

correlations

depth of about 500 m, we have taken •c = 0 and v = 0 below
exist, this perturbation field correspondsto a broader pulse a depth of 750 m in our simulationstudy.Further, sincethe
centered at the ith box, and the widths of this pulse in the diametersof MIZ eddiesare typically 20 to 50 km, it is approhorizontal and vertical directionsare approximatelythe hori- priate to assume the fields cSc(x,z) and v(x, z) to be highly
zontal and vertical correlationlengthsof the field, respectively. correlated within these horizontal distances. Vertically, such
In general, each of the resolution kernels peaks at the correct
location, but energy leaks into the other boxes.This resultsin
the broadeningof the main peak, the reduction of the amplitude of the peak, and the generation of side lobes. Although
some energy can generally be found at faraway distances,the
significant portion of the energy is always confined within the
main peak.
A simple measure of local resolution at each box is the

eddies trap cold polar water, producing large negative soundspeedanomalies within a thin surfacelayer, typically the first
50 to 100 m. Therefore it is also appropriate to assume the
perturbation fields in the surfacelayer to be highly correlated

Ct = Cpt/2(I- R)Cp
t/2

In order to produce conservative estimates of resolution
and accuracy, we must avoid the possibility of overconstrainingthe eddy fields.Consequently,we have taken the
estimates of the horizontal and vertical decorrelation lengths,

within

these vertical

distances.

The

vertical

correlation

scale

also generally increaseswith depth. To exhibit these scales,we
show in Figure 4 the sound speedsacrossa vertical sectionat
78.55øN from 2.64øW to 2.58øE,obtained by Johannessenet al.
amplitude
of themainpeakin thecorresponding
resolution[1985] during MIXEX '84 using standard hydrographic techkernel. The closer the amplitude to unity, the less the energy niques. The survey reveals the existenceof two typical MIZ
leaks and hence the better the resolution.
The relation beeddiestrapping cold water of polar origin in a layer close to
tween mean squareerror and resolution is
the surface.

(11)

(This expressioncan be obtainedby substituting(10) in (A9) in
the appendix.) It is seen that the relation between resolution
and mean square error is direct and linear. As resolution increases, the error decreases. In the limit of ideal resolution,
that is, when all the resolution kernels resemble delta func-

tions, R = I and Ct = 0.
In this study, two other appropriate measuresof local resolution are used for physical reasons,namely the minimum
horizontal and vertical resolution lengths, • and •/•. At the
location of the ith box, • and •/• are defined respectivelyas
the horizontal and vertical distancesfrom this box, within
which half of the total energy of the ith resolution kernel
associatedwith a noise-freeexperimentis confined.Physically,
they define the sizeof the smallesteddy that can be adequately
detected by the acousticsystem.For perturbations with horizontal and vertical length scalesshorter than • and ¾/•,respectively, the acoustic system can not resolve them unambiguously.

L, and Lz, to be at the lower limits, i.e., 20 km and 50 m,
respectively.However,we must keep in mind that the actual
eddy fields may be more correlated. We further assume that
the eddy fields are statistically homogenous and that the covariancefunction C(Ax, Az) is Gaussianin shape,suchthat

C(Ax,Az)= o'• exp- [(Ax/L,):z+ (Az/L:)•]

(12)

where Ax denotes the horizontal distance, Az denotes the ver-

tical distancebetweentwo pointsin the verticalslice,and 0'2 is
the energy or variance of the perturbations. Using (12), the

covariance
matrixCpis specified.
For t$c,tr is of the orderof
metersper second,while for v, a is of the order of centimeters
per second. The actual value of tr is not important for the
determinations

of the minimum

horizontal

and vertical

resolu-

tion lengths,•

and •/', sincethesemeasuresare derived in the
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Fig. 5. (a) Minimum horizontal resolution lengths(in kilometers) at diffcrcnt locations associatedwith the 12 nonbottom-interactingray paths.(b) Minimum vertical resolutionlengths(in meters)at different locationsassociatedwith the
12 non-bottom-interacting ray paths.

limit of infinitesignal-to-noise
ratios and hencedo not depend tion studics for thc two fields. Gaussian covariance functions
on a. Also, becauseresolution kernels in a noise-freeexperi- have previouslybccn used by Cornuelleet al. [1985] for the
ment arc the samefor both the soundspeedperturbationand reconstructionsof mid-ocean eddy fields and found to bc apcurrent fields,wc do not nccd to conductindependentresolu- propriate.Our experienceshowsthat a changein the shapeof
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C(Ax,Az)produces
onlyhigher-order
effects
on errorand

For thetimebeing,letusassume
thatall theraysthatexist

(background)
statealsoexistin theperturbed
resolutionestimates
and alsoon the inversesolution,as long in thereference
paths,wehave
asthechanged
function
isstillmonotonically
andslowly
de- state.Usingthetwelvenon-bottom-interacting
•(x, z) and•(x, z), theresults
aredisplayed
in
creasing
andgiveshighcorrelations
for Ax< L,, andlittle computed
Figures
5aand5b,respectively.
At eachpointin thevertical
correlation otherwise.
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of 5 unstablenon-bottom-interacting
paths. (b) Same as Figure 7a but for averageminimum vertical
resolution length.

slice,the product •f•Y/• can be referredas the minimum resolu- resolution is still somewhat inadequate even when bottomtion area, denoting locally the size of the smallestperturbation reflectedpaths are incorporated.
As more and more bottom-reflectedpaths are incorporated
that can be resolved adequately. Resolution generally improves at placeswhere more ray paths intersecteach other, in the observingsystem,better resolutionis generallyattained.
particularlyfrom the range 30 km to the range 120 km and But the improvement becomesinsignificant after a certain
above a depth of 350 m. In the region above 350-m depth for number of bottom-reflected paths have been included. The
the 12 paths, •f' is between40 and 60 km, which is at the solid lines in Figures 7a and 7b relate the depth- and rangehigherend of the eddies'horizontalscale,implyingthat hori- averagedminimum horizontal and vertical resolution lengths
to the number of bottom-reflected paths incorporated, showzontal resolution is only marginal. On the other hand, •
rangesfrom 150 to 200 m in the sameregion,way above the ing clearly that the resolution increase saturates beyond a
eddies'vertical scale,especiallynear the surfacewhere strong number of about 14. In fact, the local measures •f'(x, z) and
vertical variations over only 50 to 100 m occur frequently.The •/(x, z) change only very slightly beyond the addition of the
indication is that vertical resolution is inadequate using only 14 paths at the different locations.The implication is that the
non-bottom-interactingpaths. Generally speaking,the hori- incorporation of bottom-reflectedpaths beyond this number
zontal and vertical separationsof the multipaths at different producesredundantinformation about the oceanchanges.
The dashed lines shown in Figures 7a and 7b are associated
places determine •f• and •/ at those places, respectively.As
the separations increase, so do the corresponding resolution with the "missing-path syndrome." By retracing those referlengths. This is the explanation of why horizontal resolution ence (background) rays through the eddy field shown in
degrades horizontally toward the two transceiversfrom the Figure 4, we found that while the bottom-reflected paths are
midpoint and vertical resolutiondegradesprogressivelyboth very stable,the non-bottom-interactingpaths are not. Some of
above and below 200-m depth. The upper loops of four of the the latter paths become lessregular, and some disappear due
rays turn at different depthsin the vicinity of the 200-m depth, to the perturbation; stability generally tends to decrease for
paths with smaller launch angles.The dashedlines in Figures
thuscreatingshorterverticalray path separationsthere.
An interestingquestionto ask is whether resolutioncan be 7a and 7b, when compared with the solid lines, reveal general
improved with the inclusionof bottom-reflectedarrivals. Fig- increase of the average minimum resolution length resulting
ures 6a and 6b show the minimum resolution lengths achieved from the disappearanceof five non-bottom-interactingpaths.
by including the 13 bottom-reflected arrivals that suffer the The average horizontal resolution changesonly very slightly.
least bottom interaction. By comparing Figure 6a with Figure In fact, the local horizontal resolution at different locations, as
5a, we observe a decreaseof 10 km in •F above 350-m depth measured by •f7x, z), is similar to that associated with the
and between the ranges 30 to 120 km below that depth. This ideal situation of no missingpaths. On the other hand, there is
result is due to the fact that the differencesbetween the cycle a uniform increase of about 15 m in the average minimum
distancesof the different bottom-reflectedpaths are smaller. vertical resolution length as a function of the number of
Horizontal resolution is improved from being marginal to bottom-reflected paths included in the missing-path scenario.
being adequate, since ovFis now ranging from 30 to 50 km, Although a 15-m increase seemssmall, we must be careful in
well within the eddies'horizontal scale.However, no improve- our interpretation, since the 15 m is an average measure.The
ment on vertical resolution above 350-m depth is found in fact is, the distribution of the degradation of vertical resoluFigure 6b. The problem is that the bottom-reflected paths are tion is uneven in the vertical slice. Below a depth of 200 m,
much steeperand all turn at the surface; thus they do not give •/(x, z) does not increase significantly, but above this depth,
vertical ray path separationsshorter than those already exist- an increase of 50 m occurs almost uniformly. This increase is
ing. Below 350 m, • decreasesby almost 50 m uniformly. approximately one vertical scale of the perturbations due to
This improvement, however, is not crucial, since the pertur- the eddies. Therefore drastically degraded vertical resolution
bations due to MIZ eddies in this lower region have much can result from the instability of the non-bottom-interacting
longer vertical scales.The overall conclusionis that vertical paths.
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they correspond to conservativeestimates,determined basi- are also approximately the same, and are displayed in Figure
cally by the decorrelation lengths we specified.In our esti- 9. It is seen that these ratios are small and are less than 0.05
mates, we have taken the smallest possible decorrelation everywherein the vertical slice.
To further demonstratethe adequacyof the horizontal resolengths. If in fact the eddy field is correlated over longer distance, the bias will be smaller.
lution as a result of the incorporation of the bottom-reflected
The random error in the estimate,when compared with the paths and the overall inadequacy of vertical resolution, we
bias, is much smaller. To show this, let us first consider the have performed some simulated inversions for 6c. In these
noise variance of the data obtained in a reciprocal transmis- inversions,we took the first 50 km of the measurededdy field
sion experiment using standard tomography transceivers, shown in Figure 4 to be the field in the first 50 km of our
which send bihourly phase-modulatedpulse codes that have simulated ocean. We further took the perturbations to be zero
an equivalent power bandwidth of 100 Hz [Worcester et al., beyond 50-km range and assumednoise-freeexperiments.The
1985], and assumethat the optimal field estimatesare derived corresponding 6c in the first 50 km with respect to the referfrom daily mean travel times, as is commonly done. Each ence profile is displayed in Figure 10. Travel time anomalies
daily mean travel time is an averageof 12 sampleswith inde- produced by this 50-km-long eddy field are of the order of 10
pendent noise and thereforepossesses
a noise variance that is ms. A tomographic inversion using only seven non-bottom12 times smaller than that of each individual sample. By ac- interacting paths give the estimate shown in Figure 11. (We
counting for all the error including internal wave-induced could not useall 12 non-bottom-interactingpaths in the inverfluctuations and measurement error due (mainly) to finite sion becausefive of them had disappeared,as a result of the
signal bandwidth, Cornuelle et al. [1985] has estimated the perturbations.)The figure showsthat the regionsof colder and
noisevarianceof the dailymeantraveltimesto be 2 ms2 for a warmer water, corresponding to negative and positive perturtransmissionrange of 300 km. With a range half the distance, bations respectively,are only roughly determined in the ini.e. 150 km, we consider here, the noise variance should be versesolution, and the estimated amplitudesare much smaller
smallerthan 2 ms2. Nevertheless,
this numberrepresentsan than the actual perturbed field. A large amount of energy
upper limit in our caseand thus will be usedin the following leaks vertically in the estimate.In particular, the energyof the
analysis. The daily mean sums of reciprocal travel times, large negative perturbation near the surfaceleaks downward,
therefore,have a noise varianceof 2 + 2 = 4 ms2. As for the thus destroyingor weakeningthe positiveperturbationsright
differencesof reciprocal travel times, Howe [1986] has found below. However, it is also fair to say that the estimate is not
that their noise variance is much smaller, only about 10% of bad qualitatively, consideringthat only a minimal number of
that of the sums. The reason is that a lot of the internal wave
paths were used.
By adding seven bottom-reflected paths in the inversion,
noise is eliminated by the subtraction. By taking the noise
variancesto be 4 ms2 and 0.4 ms2 for the daily mean sums horizontal resolution improvessignificantly.This can be seen
and differencesof reciprocal travel times, and the rms values in Figure 12, where the correspondinginversesolution is disof 6c and v to be 3 m/s and 10 cm/s, respectively,the signal-to- played. The width of the region the colder water occupies,the
noise ratios for both data sets become approximately the location of the peak of the positive perturbations, and the
same. As a result, the ratios of the variances of the estimates of amplitudes of the positive perturbations are now more accu6c and v to the variancesof the correspondingperturbations rately estimated. However, energy still leaks vertically, as is
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duce the best possiblefield estimates.The improvement in this first 100 m, J½ and • are now 10 to 20 km and 50 to 100
systemresolutiondue to the incorporation of these other m, respectively,highly compatible with the eddies' length
scales there. This improvement is particularly desirable in
typesof observationis the subjectwe will investigatenext.
We first examinethe addition of conventionalpoint sensors, monitoring MIZ eddies,sincethe finer-scaleeddy fluctuations
such as temperaturerecordersand current meters,which are are confined to the first 100 m. Below this depth, the influence
usually mounted on the same mooringsas the transceivers. of the satellite observation diminishes, and acoustic tomograThese point measurementsimprove resolution,both horizon- phy takes over to adequately monitor the internal structures.
tally and vertically,in the vicinitiesof wherethey are taken. Figure 15 shows the solution obtained from an inversion of
By distributing four temperature sensorsevenly over the first the same 14 ray travel times used before together with satellite
400 m on the acoustic mooring at zero range and combining

measurements

them with the 14 acousticpaths in the inversion,the solution
in the vicinity of this mooring is much improved, as is shown
in Figure 13. The thicknessof the thin colder water layer and
the amplitudesof the perturbations near the point measure-

colder and warmer water sections,as well as the magnitudes,
are now accurately estimated. The results of a joint inversion
of the compositedata set consistingof the 14 ray travel times,
4 internal temperature measurementsfrom moored point sensors, and the SST measuredby satellite are shown in Figure
16; the result is virtually indistinguishablefrom the true solu-

ments are now quite accurately estimated. Significant improvement of resolution has occurred within a horizontal distance and a vertical distance approximately equal to the horizontal and vertical correlation lengths of the eddy field, respectively,from the location of eachpoint sensor.
We next examine the cooperative performance of acoustic
tomography and satellites in space. Polar-orbiting satellites
can provide data for sea surfacetemperature(SST) as well as
other dynamical fields at the sea surfaceas often as every 30
min with an excellent spatial resolution of a few kilometers
[Robinson, 1985]. Figures 14a and 14b show the minimum
horizontal and vertical resolution lengths, J½ and • respec-

of the SST. The thicknesses

and widths of the

tion.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

The applicability of acoustic tomography using point
receiversdependscritically on the resolvability of ray and/or
mode arrivals. In the MIZ for horizontal rangesof the order
of 150 km, modes are unresolvable, since the time-bandwidth

products are smaller than unity for practical rangesof acoustic frequencies.Ray arrivals, however, are resolvablewith a
transmissionbandwidth larger than 25 Hz, sincethe multipath
tively, resultingfrom the combinationof the 25 acousticray arrivals are separated by approximately 40 ms and longer.
paths usedpreviouslyand satelliteobservationsof the surface Thus a bandwidth of 100 Hz as has been proposed for an
boundary temperaturefield. The influenceof the satelliteob- experiment in the Greenland Sea and MIZ in 1989 should be
servation penetratesto a depth of 100 m, generatinga hori- adequate.
The system performance of acoustic tomography can be
zontally uniform, exceptionalhigh resolutionin this layer. In
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Fig. 14. (a) Same as Figure 6a, except for the inclusion of satellite observation. (b) Same as Figure 6b, except for the
inclusion

of satellite observation.

evaluatedusing two measuresof resolution,namely, the minimum horizontal and vertical resolutionlengthso•' and ½/•.In
a minimum mean square error estimate, resolution and accuracy are directly related. The incorporation of bottom-

reflectedarrivalsimproveshorizontalresolutionsignificantly,
bringing 0•* well within the horizontal scale of the eddies.

Without usingsucharrivals,o• is only marginal.Resolution
does not increase without bound, as the number of bottom-
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the MIZ is generallynot adequate.Unlike horizontalresolua certainnumberbeyondwhichlittle independent
information tion, vertical resolutioncannot be improved by the incorpor-

reflectedarrivalsbeingincorporatedincreasesbut saturatesat

about the oceanis gathered.
The vertical resolution of unaided acoustictomography in
SOUND
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SPEED

ation of bottom-reflectedarrivals. The inadequacyis due to
the fact that MIZ has an upward refracting sound channel
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that makesmost of the rays turn at the samedepth,i.e. the
surface.Most of the raysthussamplethe entireuppercolumn
and cannot providesufficientdiscriminationof the perturbations in differentlayers.Moreover, vertical resolutioncan
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Both setsof basisvectorsare incomplete'however,they define

the regionsin the two spaceswhereinformationis available.
By convention,
thesebasisvectorsarenormalizedto haveunit
energy,so that

be degradedsignificantlyby the loss of unstablepaths,

uTu = I

whereashorizontal resolutionis hardly affected.

vTv = I

(A6)

Significantimprovement
of systemresolutionis obtained where I denotesidentity matrices.
Formally, the data vectory' can be expandedas a linear
with the inclusionof mooredpoint measurements
and satellite
ui. The weight on ui in the
observations.In particular,the combinationof acousticto- combinationof the eigenvectors

is givenby thedotproductof ui andy', i.e.,uiTy
'.
mography
andsatellite
observation
givesa resolution
whichis expansion
to the signal-to-noise
ratiosasquite adequatefor monitoringMIZ eddies.Point sensors, The ;•i2 valuesare analogous
which are usuallymounted on the same mooringsas the
acoustictransceivers,
and polar-orbitingsatellites,which give

sociatedwith each of the componentsin the expansion.For a

;•i2 largecompared
with unity,signaldominates
noisein that
But for ;•i2 <<1, the reverseis true.
highresolution
data at the seasurface,
are seento be highly particularcomponent.
Similarly,the estimate•' of p' canalsobe expandedasa linear
desirableinclusionsfor MIZ eddy tomography.
vi. Moreover,the weightof vi
Finally,if a full tomographic
arrayis usedasopposed
to the combinationof the eigenvectors
in
the
estimate
can
only
be
determined
by the information
singlesliceconsidered
here,resolutionimprovesconsiderably
near the locations where the ray paths cross horizontally. distributedin ui in the data space.Usingthe matrix factorizaAlso,the incorporationof dynamicalconstraints
suchas the tion given in (A2), (6) can be recastas
relation between6c and v and space-timecorrelationsof the

C,- •/20= V[(I + A2)- •A]OT(Ge
- •/2y)

eddyfieldscanonlyfurtherimproveresolutionand accuracy,
providingthat the constraints
are accurate.Thusthe results or equivalently as
presented
in thispreliminary
studyare associated
onlywith a

•,=/=1
• '•'i2-••'•i1 (uiTy,)vi

"worst case";evenso,they are alreadyquite encouraging.
APPENDIX: CONSTRUCTION OF INVERSE SOLUTIONS

(A8)

It is clear in (A8) that the linear, minimum mean square error

AND ERROR ESTIMATES USING SINGULAR
VALUE

(A7)

estimator minimizes the noise effect of the data on the esti-

DECOMPOSITION

The singular value decompositionof matricesis a powerful
tool for determining parameter resolution and information
distribution among the observations[Wiggins, 1972]. Its application to linear, minimum mean squareerror estimatesinvolves the factorization of the transformed (scaled)matrix operator

mate by down-weightingthose componentsthat are associated with a high noiselevel,that is, with • <<1. In general,a
small • is associatedwith a vi that parameterizesa more
oscillatoryfunction.Thereforea smoothedversionof the exact
solution is generallyestimated.
Using the matrix decomposition
givenin (A2), we can further rewrite (7) and (9) as

A' -- C,,-1/2ACp
1/2

(A1)

into a diagonal matrix A of eigenvaluesand two matrices of
eigenvectors,U and V, suchthat

A'= UAV T

(A2)

(A')TU = VA

(A9)

Cao= C•,X/2[V(I
+ A2)-XA2(I
+ A2)-•VT]C•
1/2 (A10)
In the absenceof experimentalnoise,all valuesof J.iapproach

infinity,so that C•0--}0 in (A10),revealing
that theestimate
has zero variance. In this case, the mean square error is just

The correspondingeigenvalueproblem can be castas

A'V = UA

C• = Cp•/2[I- VA(I+ A2)-IAVTJCp
•/2

the squareof the bias,bbT, whichcan be evaluatedfrom (A9)
(A3)

where A contains all the eigenvaluesexcept those with vanishing values.Thus the ith diagonalelement• in A is the ith
nonzero eigenvalueand the ith columnsof U and V, denoted

by letting all valuesof ;•igo to infinity.The resultis

bbT=C•,•/2(I-vvT)Gp
1/2

(All)

In the other extreme,that is, in the absenceof signal,all values

respectively
by u• and % are the two eigenvectors
associated of J.iapproachzero,but onceagainC•t,--* 0. This showsthe
estimatoris optimal in that it always tries to minimize the

with 2i. Since•i 2 is an eigenvalue
of the nonnegative-definite
of random
noise.
Naturally,
•'= 0 andC, = C. in this
symmetricmatrix (A')rA ', or equivalentlyof A'(A')r, 2i is effect
extreme,implyingthat no new informationabout the field is
always positive.The number of nonzeroeigenvalues,k, which
gained from this experiment.
is generallyreferredas the rank of A', is the number of pieces
of independentinformation suppliedby the data and henceis
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